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1 Overview
This document describes the known errata and limitations of the Whitefin Development System. In all 
cases, if an errata has a work-around, it is applied to the system before shipped to customers.

The board assembly revision (denoted with a 700 number) is updated every time a new problem or system 
upgrade is found and systems have been shipped. Pre-production revs are “X1, X2, X3”... and so on. Once 
in production, valid assembly revs are “A, B, C”... and so on. If your current board revision is rev “B’”, 
then it has all rev “B” fixes along with all the rev A, as well as all the previous pre-production fixes. A rev 
“B” board would not have any of the rev “C” fixes.

Regarding the published schematics, the schematic history section found on sheet #2 of the schematics also 
denotes which errata have been incorporate into the schematic. If no history is present, then no errata has 
yet been incorporated into the schematic. In such cases, the errata should be applied to the published 
schematics to determine the correct wiring of the Whitefin system (i.e. after the changes are applied).

Errata are classified into three categories: correctable (CE), uncorrectable (UE), and enhancement requests 
(ER). The last two categories are not corrected initially, but may be rolled into possible future revisions of 
the system (if any). Table 1 includes all corrected CE for applicable pre/production systems. Also included 
are corrected UE and ER for applicable revisions that incorporated them. Schem Rev denotes which 
revision of the schematic includes these corrections. Table 2 includes all UE and ER that have not been 
incorporated in any revision to date.
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2 CORRECTED ERRATA or 
ENHANCEMENT REQUESTS

Table 1. MPC8572DS (Whitefin) Corrected Errata/Enhancement Requests

#
Error/
Type

Problem/Request 
Errata Correction

Assy
Rev

Schem
Rev

Work-around Re-spin Resolution

1 CE1 Need to activate RSMRST circuit that is 
currently unstuffed so to obtain a properly 
timed latched emode switch.

De-populate R970 
De-populate C913,
Populate R958 as 0 ohm.
 (ALL three located bottom 
lower left near board edge.) 

Same X2 C.0

2 CE2 ICT or flying probe cannot access vias 
under key BGAs. This greatly lowers test 
coverage. Solder mask needs removal from 
these areas

Corrected by Fab. Same X2 NA

3 CE3 R321 and R318 are used to allow SC457 
sense circuit to operate without a processor

Replace R321 with 100 ohm 
resistor. Replace R318 with 
100 ohm resistor. Both 
locate bottom side, upper 
middle right (just above U57. 
U57 is tiny chip just above 
processor.

Same X2 C.0

4 CE4 Too reduced voltage for Phy clocks (U5) 
both U17 DUT and U30 Vitesse Phy.

Replace R2 with 47 ohm 
resistor. It is located top 
between the two Ethernet 
connectors J7 and J8. 
Replace R361 with 47 ohm 
resistor. It is located bottom 
side near U17.

Same X2 C.0



5 CE5 Vcore output capacitors have incorrect type. 
Currently using too high of ESR value 
Tantalum capacitors. Need to use low ESR 
Panasonic. 

Replace C94, C115, C124, 
C90 with Kemet 
T530D337M004ATE006 
(Agile #150-75305) All are 
on top side around U17 
Processor. C99, C91 remain 
unstuffed.

Same X2 C.0

6 CE6 These resistors need to be stuffed when 
NOT using an Interposer, but with 8572 
silicon.

Populate R302 and R392 
with 4.7K resistors.

Same X2 C.0

7 CE7 Several Capacitors are not rated with high 
enough voltage values.

Replace C31, C35, C48, 
C811, C902 with Agile 
number 150-30274 which is 
100uF 20V (Kemet 
T491X107M020AT) type 
capacitors.Remove C37 and 
C28 33uF capacitors.

Same X3 C.0

8 CE8 Too much current ripple measured by U57 
current mirror. Need to add a 4700pf 
capacitor in parallel to R329 to filter out 
130KHZ switching noise.

Across R329 (22k)  
piggyback a 4700pf 
capacitor of the same size 
directly solder

Add this capacitor in parallel 
with short traces. No re-spin 
yet.

C.1 C.0
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9 CE9 Fix an IR drop problem for a thermal diode 
measuring circuit.

1. Remove C850 (Leave Do 
not Populate) capacitor.

2. Add two 30 A.W.G. wires 
running from R567/R568 
pads to the depopulated 
C850 pads.

a. One wire runs from 
{depopulated C850 pin 1 
pad on the 
“TEMP_CATHODE” Net} to 
{R568 pin 2 pad on the 
“TEMP_CATHODE” Net}. 
Short as possible, but can 
accommodate ICT. Glue to 
board. Runs parallel to the 
“TEMP_CATHODE” Net, 
thus adds additional copper 
to that net.

b. One wire runs from 
{depopulated C850 pin 2 
pad on the “TEMP_ANODE” 
Net} to {R567 pin 2 pad on 
the “TEMP_ANODE” Net}. 
Short as possible, but can 
accommodate ICT. Glue to 
board. Runs parallel to the 
“TEMP_ANODE” Net, thus 
adds additional copper to 
that net.

Keep C850 as a “do not 
populate”.
Widen traces for nets TEMP 
CATHODE and 
TEMP_ANODE to 15 to 20 
mils.
No re-spin yet.

C.1 C.0

10 UE1 ATX mounting holes did not include copper 
ring on top AND bottom layer for screws.

None Corrected X5 NA
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11 UE2 3.3V LED is incorrectly connected to 
HOT3.3V

Document that this LED is 
really indicating Hot 3.3V

Routed R505 to 3.3V 
instead of Hot 3.3V

X5 C.0

12 UE3 Local Bus Extensive voltage ringing due to 
too fast of edge rate of the TI LATCH U27 
and U28 on bus LB_A_FS<0..31>

None Added series resistors 
1230-1231 to reduce 
ultra-fast edge rate.

X5 C.0

13 ER2 When in endpoint mode, cannot get into 
AC97 mode for ULI M1575.

None Added a resistor R1232 
option to pin C29 of the ULI 
audio section to pull to 
ground to select AC97.

X5 C.0

14 ER3 For ASM bring up, it is preferred to have two 
serial ports.

None Added J100 header. Needs 
a simple custom cable. 
Workbook and Schematics 
have details.

X5 C.0

15 ER4 Need mounting holes within PCB boarder 
so that board can be retested by ICT as a 
field return.

None Added to rails per product 
engineering.

X5 NA

16 ER5 Add additional fraducials top and bottom for 
assembly.

None Added X5 NA

17 ER6 U31 and U26 geometry too narrow. None Library and PCB corrected X5 NA

18 ER7 FPGA. Add another Aux register to allow 
tracking of DDR input clock

Added Aux2 register at map 
offset 0x08 created version 
0.2 for rev X4 or earlier (rev 
A or B PCB) and version 1.0 
for rev X5 or later (rev C or D 
PCB).

Same X5

Earlier 
ver if 
flashed.

NA
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3 UNCORRECTED ERRATA or
ENHANCEMENT REQUESTS

The changes listed below are either errata which cannot be implemented on the current version of the board, or are requests for 
enhancements to the board that have not been implemented. These changes may be addressed in a revised version of the board, if any 
more should occur. These track issues and desires for future designs to address. Freescale Semiconductor does not warrant that these 
issues/requests will ever be addressed.
.

4 Revision History

Table 2. MPC8572DS (Whitefin) Uncorrectable Errata or Enhancement Requests

#
Eng. 

Errata #
Problem or Enhancement Respin Solution

1 ER1 Reference Clock to SGMII add-in card. Hook up at least one REFCLK to SGMII 
connector. Future use.

2 UE4 Nets LDTRST* and PWROK* (reserved pins AL20 and AL21 should have 
been pulled up to VDD_ENET_IO (2.5V) instead of 3.3V. Does not cause 
improper operation but maybe best for long term reliability

route both pullups to VDD_ENET_IO (2.5V) 
instead of 3.3V. No respin yet.

3 UE5 LB_GPL<4> should not be connected to U42 or U47 flash devices. It was 
an incorrect assumption that the timing could work for the RDY/BSY pins for 
these flashes.Does not cause improper operation. But functionality is not 
benefitial and is incorrect usage.

Remove connection and routing of 
LB_GPL<4> to U42 and U47. No respin yet.

Rev Date Changes

1 2007 Nov. 1 Initial Errata

2 2008 APR 24 Added CE8- CE9

2.1 2008 APR 24 Added UE4-UE5
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Information in this document is provided solely to enable system and software 

implementers to use Freescale Semiconductor products. There are no express or 

implied copyright licenses granted hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated 

circuits or integrated circuits based on the information in this document.

Freescale Semiconductor reserves the right to make changes without further notice to 

any products herein. Freescale Semiconductor makes no warranty, representation or 

guarantee regarding the suitability of its products for any particular purpose, nor does 

Freescale Semiconductor assume any liability arising out of the application or use of 

any product or circuit, and specifically disclaims any and all liability, including without 

limitation consequential or incidental damages. “Typical” parameters which may be 

provided in Freescale Semiconductor data sheets and/or specifications can and do 

vary in different applications and actual performance may vary over time. All operating 

parameters, including “Typicals” must be validated for each customer application by 

customer’s technical experts. Freescale Semiconductor does not convey any license 

under its patent rights nor the rights of others. Freescale Semiconductor products are 

not designed, intended, or authorized for use as components in systems intended for 

surgical implant into the body, or other applications intended to support or sustain life, 

or for any other application in which the failure of the Freescale Semiconductor product 

could create a situation where personal injury or death may occur. Should Buyer 

purchase or use Freescale Semiconductor products for any such unintended or 

unauthorized application, Buyer shall indemnify and hold Freescale Semiconductor 

and its officers, employees, subsidiaries, affiliates, and distributors harmless against all 

claims, costs, damages, and expenses, and reasonable attorney fees arising out of, 

directly or indirectly, any claim of personal injury or death associated with such 

unintended or unauthorized use, even if such claim alleges that Freescale 

Semiconductor was negligent regarding the design or manufacture of the part.
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